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Executive Summary

• For the quarter, overweight domestic equity added to performance, overweight small and mid (SMID) caps detracted.
• For the trailing year, overweight equity detracted and equity manager performance was weak.

Performance factors

In the first quarter, the Federal Reserve raised its target rate but slowed down the pace of hikes. Short-term rates such as the two-year
treasury followed higher before banking instability triggered a flight to quality and lower rates. The 10-year rate followed a similar trajectory.
Credit spreads were volatile, but little changed in the quarter.

For the quarter, 1% overweight equity added to performance. 3% overweight to domestic equity modestly added to performance. Overweight
SMID caps detracted. Selection effect was strong; managers in aggregate outperformed. Largest outperformance came from Large Cap
Growth, Mid Cap Stock, Small Cap Stock and quantitative Small Cap Value. Underperforming equity strategies included Mid Cap Growth,
Large Cap Value, Small Cap Growth, fundamental Small Cap Value and quantitative Multi-Cap Core. Overweight growth strongly added to
performance, while the low volatility strategy detracted.

Fixed income was neutral on interest-rate positioning in the quarter and modestly overweight credit risk. The key factors contributing to
positive performance in the quarter were selection within Securitized assets, including Agency and Non-Agency Mortgages, and an
underweight to Agency Mortgages. Investment Grade Corporate selection was strong. Negatives included High Yield selection and a
negative contribution from yield curve positioning.

The key driver was negative Leveraged Loan and High Yield bond selection. Investment Grade Corporate and Securitized selection were
positive.

During the quarter and year, Corporate bonds increased while Securitized assets decreased moderately. Duration increased in the quarter to
about neutral after being underweight most of the last 12 months.

For the year, 2% overweight equity detracted from performance. 4% overweight domestic equity modestly added to performance. Overweight
SMID Caps detracted. Selection effect was negative, managers in aggregate underperformed. Largest underperformance came from Large
Cap Growth and quantitative Mid Cap Value, International and Multi Cap. Positive contribution came from Small Cap Growth, Small Cap Stock
and Mid Cap Growth. Overweight to growth detracted, low volatility strategy was positive.

In early January, the underweight to International was reduced by half, from underweight 4% to underweight 2%. In early February, equity
was reduced by 1%-2%.

Portfolio outlook

Overweight total equity 1%-2%. Overweight domestic equity 2%-3%. Overweight SMID Cap 3%-4%. The negativity of the prior year’s trend
has eased, as investors have not only demonstrated resistance to material deterioration but also a degree of positive energy. This is
especially true in the large growth space, where the Nasdaq 100 saw its best Q1 in over a decade (+20%; its 5th best Q1 ever). Broadly
speaking, the patterns and trends within equities are long-term favorable. However, obstacles linger. Macroeconomic headwinds are building,
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and the earnings outlook remains vulnerable. Manufacturing sentiment surveys are depressed, home values have ticked down 7 months in a
row, retail sales are softening, and the Fed’s war on inflation persists. Nevertheless, diminished inflationary pressures, improving consumer
sentiment, and the strength/composition of Q1 equity performance, provide a basis for cautious optimism. As such, we maintain a slight risk
positive positioning.

We expect continued volatility in fixed-income markets. Uncertainty remains high with leading economic indicators at recessionary levels and
persistent core inflation. While interest rate volatility is likely to remain high, we believe markets have seen the peak in longer-term rates given
increasing odds of a recession. We also expect the Federal Reserve to pause hiking in the second quarter, followed by rate cuts later in 2023
or early 2024 as the economy slows. We expect the Treasury yield curve to steepen over time in anticipation of rate cuts. There is a risk,
however, that the Fed keeps rates high due to persistent inflation.

For the period ending March 31, 2023  |  Periods less than one year are not annualized.Performance

Average annualized returns (%) 3 months YTD 1 year 3 years 10 years5 years Expense ratio
Gross Net

Thrivent Aggressive Allocation Fund
(TAAIX)

5.73 5.73 -8.16 15.67 7.05 8.93 1.20% 1.01%

Thrivent Moderately Aggressive
Allocation Fund (TMAFX)

5.32 5.32 -7.83 11.24 5.76 7.35 1.12% 0.89%

Thrivent Moderate Allocation Fund
(TMAIX)

4.86 4.86 -7.32 8.51 5.01 6.03 0.97% 0.79%

Thrivent Moderately Conservative
Allocation Fund (TCAIX)

4.00 4.00 -6.32 4.28 3.25 4.20 0.91% 0.77%
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The Adviser has contractually agreed, for as long as the current fee structure is in place, to waive certain investment advisory fees associated with the
Fund. If not waived, returns would have been lower. Refer to the Fees & Expenses table in the prospectus.

Risks: The value of the Funds is influenced by a number of factors, including the performance of the broader market, the effectiveness of the Adviser’s
allocation strategy, and risks specific to the Funds’ asset classes, market cap groups, investment styles, and issuers. Securities markets generally
tend to move in cycles with periods when security prices rise and periods when security prices decline. Debt securities are subject to risks such as
declining prices during periods of rising interest rates and credit risk, or the risk that an issuer may not pay its debt. The Funds invest in other funds;
therefore, the Funds are dependent upon the performance of the other funds and are subject to the risks, additional fees and expenses of the other
funds. Foreign investments involve additional risks, such as currency fluctuations and political, economic and market instability, which may be
magnified for investments in emerging markets. The London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) is being phased out, which brings uncertainty to
instruments tied to it. The Adviser's assessment of investments may prove incorrect, resulting in losses or poor performance. The Adviser is also
subject to actual or potential conflicts of interest. The use of quantitative investing techniques and derivatives such as futures also involve risks. High
yield securities are subject to increased credit risk as well as liquidity risk. Leveraged loans, U.S. Government securities and mortgage-related and
other asset-backed securities are subject to additional risk. The Funds may engage in active and frequent trading of portfolio securities, which may
result in higher transaction costs and higher taxes. When interest rates fall, certain obligations will be paid off more quickly and proceeds may have to
be invested in securities with lower yields. These and other risks are described in the prospectus.

This commentary may refer to specific securities which Thrivent Mutual Funds may own. A complete listing of the holdings for each of the Thrivent
Mutual Funds is available on thriventfunds.com.

All data represents past performance. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The investment return and principal value of the investment
will fluctuate so that an investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than the original cost. Current performance may be lower or
higher than the performance data quoted. Call 800-847-4836 or visit thriventfunds.com for performance results current to the most recent month-end.

Investing involves risks, including the possible loss of principal. The prospectus and summary prospectus contain more complete information on the
investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses of the fund, and other information, which investors should read and consider carefully before
investing. Prospectuses and summary prospectuses are available at thriventfunds.com or by calling 800-847-4836.

Thrivent Distributors, LLC, a registered broker-dealer and member FINRA/SIPC, is the distributor for Thrivent Mutual Funds. Asset management
services are provided by Thrivent Asset Management, LLC, an SEC-registered investment adviser. Thrivent Distributors, LLC, and Thrivent Asset
Management, LLC are subsidiaries of Thrivent, the marketing name for Thrivent Financial for Lutherans.
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